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Crewe tractor ww1

An update to the Model T program seems to be coming in time, starting with a review of recent activities on these projects. Crewe Tractor Below: For the Museum Somme Memorials in July, the idea was hatched to place the two available Model Ts aboard the US Army 'Pershing waggon' and shun these around with Moelwyn. Here the Tourer and the Crewe Tractor are seen on
board, fitting rope and with the Crewe Tractor with a spare bonnet, while his own were drawn as a demo at an event in North Yorkshire! Below: After the Somme events, the Crewe Tractor returned to the RHEC, accompanied by the Tourer, seen behind. Further work was carried out before it could get a test run. Below: The completed bonnet signwriting - based on photos of an
example in the IWM collections. Below: The IWM image, with the Crewe Tractor in its rail running guise. (These images can be viewed on the extensive archives accessible via the Website of the Imperial War Museum). Below: With the Crewe Tractor shaping nicely, another layer of brown/green was applied to give a uniform finish. Below: A few days later and a 2-gallon tin carrier
is made and assembled, cans painted and sat in their drawer, a toolbox attached to the loading bed and other details in hand for assembly, such as lamp brackets for the side lights and taillight plus a waist for wearing the rope at the back of the deck. The can-carrier is not strictly accurate as it is placed on the treeboards, which the Crewe Tractors were not equipped with in their
way shape, but we keep these for practical purposes so that the nearside makes a handy mount for the cans. Below: A close-up of the nearly completed 2-gallon can drawer - the rules stipulated that all cans must be painted black, except for gasoline cans that remained in their usual color of green or red. Black cans were literate 'P', 'O' or 'W' stand for Paraffin, Oil and Water,
consumables used on the vehicle (especially those without electric lighting). Petrol would be consumed in larger quantities and thus transported in several cans or special vehicles. Usually a padlock arrangement would be used to secure the cans, but for our purposes a safer attachment is needed as the vehicle is likely to spend a lot of time parked in public areas and anything that
is not screwed (and sometimes even items so secured) is therefore at risk of wandering! Note the horn, retrieved from the body of the van and manufactured by Lucas. Below: After a test run, problems were identified with the vaporizer with which the T is equipped – this heats the petrol as it does in the using heat from the exhaust. John has rebuilt these components and mounted
new gaskets on the exhaust manifolds to hopefully settle the issue this vehicle had as a van, from reluctant start. The Tourer With the Crewe Tractor is nearing completion, the will then be addressed. Below: These two fairly old scans show the Tourer arriving in 1991, when it was presented to the Museum by the Friends of Beamish. It did not run on this occasion and was
purchased from a private motor museum in Cornwall. It will be nice to try and see if it can run this year – 25 years since it first joined the Beamish collection! Below: Some portrait views of the Tourer before entering the RHEC. It has had an 'early restoration', not quite successful and since its time with Beamish has had a partial mechanical overhaul, new wheels and a new radiator.
However, it was not carried out and was always on display in the showroom of the City Garage. The windshield was 'found' and will probably be replaced by a better one that we have here, or overhauled. The paintwork is patchy and the panels not quite everything they could be, but this means we can operate it without fear of spoiling anything too precious or original. It was built
in 1914, assembled at Ford's Trafford Park works using US-manufactured components (with the exception of body framing, which was probably made locally and coated with US-made panels). It would have been military service during WW1, but I can't find any evidence of that at the moment. It was later bought by 'Automobilia', whose leaflet claimed it was 'Cornwall's Motor
Museum'. I believe the museum still exists. Below: Until the Crewe Tractor is finished, the work on the Tourer has been limited to research and research. The radiator has been removed and the engine has been washed away (the water rooms are clogged with sludge). Some of the controls are missing or incomplete, so these need to replicate or remanufacturing as well, but this is
all work John and Mike who are largely focused on the Model Ts have encountered with the Crewe Tractor so are very familiar with it. Model Ts in the Northeast Below: We have some archival footage of locally used Model T's in beamish's photographic archive. This first view, taken in Byker, notes read: 1915 Ford Model T car (with English body) reg X 1401 and driver outside
Newcastle Company's Byker depot. From Newcastle Corporation glass plate ref: A6 Below: A Model T originally registered in Durham, November 1922. c1915 Model T Ford, Reg J314? Below: This 1929 view shows a second-hand Ford Model T (bought for £90) used by Baseys of Langley Moor for wedding hire, etc. Please note: is an example of left-hand drive. Visiting Model Ts
Over the years we have seen numerous examples of the brand visit Beamish for events and special We start with Stuart Ritchie's well-known flatbed example, a regular visitor to our events and always brighten up even a wet and boring day! Below: Visiting one of our events from Scotland was this truck-style Model T, in original original And, I think, an import. Below: Filming for
Downton Abbey saw the film company hire this example of a Model T taxi. WW1 Model T Crewe Tractor Model T Ford Forum: Forum 2010: WW1 Model T Crewe Tractor By Gareth Roberts on Tuesday, October 12, 2010 - 8:16pm:Dear All, I'm a beginner when it comes to Model T Fords – so hope this group can help with advice etc. I am particularly interested in the 60cm gauge
railways used by all fighters during WW1 – these lightly constructed, temporary railways were mainly used to supply the trenches &amp; movement troops. Among the many types of vehicles used, in 1916/7 one of the UK mainline rail companies modified around 120 model T Ford cars to be convertible between 60cm rail usage &amp; road use. These were known as Crewe
Tractors. I have posted several pictures on my web server: I have just started a research project to learn more about these unusual vehicles - with the ultimate intention of (re)building a Crewe Tractor. This would be a private project, but I would eventually hope to base it on a British museum railway. As a starting point, would I like to hear all the details about the used basic cars?
Any other opinions/comments/technical details/drawings would be welcomed! Thanks in advance, Gareth By John Faccin - Crystal Falls, Michigan on Tuesday, October 12, 2010 - 8:36pm:Gareth, Thanks for the pictures they are amazing. By Bob McDonald = Federa Way, Wa. on Tuesday 12 October 2010 - 08:51:Great photos continue to post what you find. Bob By Kenneth W
DeLong on Tuesday, October 12, 2010 - 9:50AM: Great Pictures and while some may scoff at the little T try to move the track road cars they move easly, but stop? A friend with a soft wood 4x4 will do better than the Ford! Bud who used to train cars with the Cat!PS, never ask about the Derailer that was overturned and use frogs! Bud. By Mark Gregush, Portland Oregon on
Tuesday, October 12, 2010 - 9:52:52:They must have been converted to the Crewe Locomotive Works in GB. I knew I'd seen that name before. by Gareth Roberts on Wednesday, October 13, 2010 - 05:31:31:Thanks for your comments so far. Yes, the tractors were designed by the Chief Engineer (his daughter apparently had the original idea) of the London North Western
Railway (LNWR) at their main Crewe workshops in the UK. They are designed to work on the very light track directly up to the frontline trenches. The trucks/wagons/cars they pulled were very small/light weight. I imagine that stopping them in the wet would be a challenge! Gareth By Dane Hawley on Wednesday October 2010 - 05:44:44: Such a clever design. All the rail-running
gear on a detachable sub-frame, and the car chassis sits on that frame. I would like to more about them. Dane. By Tony Marino on Wednesday, October 13, 2010 - 10:45am:Looks like they solved the brake problems with an 'assist' brake operated by the driver's right foot? By Henry Petrino on Wednesday, October 13, 2010 - 11:04:04:Really neat photo! What's he using the
steering wheel for, just holding on? By Tony Marino on Wednesday, October 13, 2010 - 11:26am have a (stupid) question about RHD Model T's. Are the three LHD pedals C R B reversed on RHD Model T's to B R C? If it's true, I don't think I could drive an RHD Model T. By Jem Bowkett on Wednesday, October 13, 2010 - 11:58:No, the pedals don't change! But the spark and
throttle levers are reversed on the column, so when I drive an RHD, I'm always slowing down the spark and wonder why it doesn't slow down much. By Chris Barker, Somerset, England on Wednesday, October 13, 2010 - 12:55:... And before you ask, you're still turning the wheel the same way! By Henry Petrino on Wednesday, October 13, 2010 - 1:13pm:Chris, I have looked very
carefully at the pictures posted above. Who cares how you turn the steering wheel? Yuk, Yuk!!! By Denny Seth - Ohio on Wednesday, October 13, 2010 - 3:09:09:If I look at the other photos on his website correctly this can be driven on the road or track. The wheels are removed and the car is placed on the tracks. When you want to go on the road you replace the wheels and go.
So you need the steering wheel. By Denny Seth - Ohio On Wednesday, October 13, 2010 - 3:10AM forgot to mention that there are three pictures on his website. If I knew how to hand them over, I would. By Adrian Whiteman, New Zealand on Wednesday, October 13, 2010 - 3:57 pm:Road going rail tractor: By Adrian Whiteman, New Zealand on Wednesday, October 13, 2010 03:57 pm:Road going rail tractor: By Gareth Roberts on Wednesday, October 13, 2010 - 05:51 pm:Glad this is what spark debate! As an opener, can anyone identify the type Model T Ford uses? Is it a standard saloon with the body work removed? Does anyone have any drawings of this type of model T please - from which I can start with the drawings basis for the changes for a
replica/rebuild? Thank You, By Dane Hawley on Thursday, October 14, 2010 - 6:24am would think that, especially with a bulk order like this, they would have been purchased as body-less running chassis. Wait for someone to comment who has more knowledge than me, Gareth, but I would think that to build a replica, all you need to find is a bodyless vehicle, from 1917/18 to
recover first. As an afterthought, my father, as a young man, worked at an all-night service station near Bedford (England) He told me that he often stopped a convoy of several T Fords to refuel on their way from Trafford Park to London. They were with the drivers sitting on the petrol petrol some with cushions to illuminate the posterior. Now that would be an unsavoryly enviable
job in winter! Dane. By Gareth Roberts on Thursday, October 14, 2010 - 2:05pm:Hi Dane, Is finding a 1917/18 unrestored chassis a likely possibility? A really obvious question someone could answer - where is the fuel tank? In the box under the driver's seat, or under the back steering bed? I have seen similar convoys of trucks without a body drive through India! it still happens
today - only the type of vehicle has changed... Cheers, Gareth
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